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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC.)

Vision statement
The Professional Teaching Council of Western Australia (PTCWA) provides a voice for
professional educators in Western Australia. The PTCWA empowers and enables education
professionals and support staff.
Mission statement
The Professional Teaching Council of Western Australia (PTCWA) provides a voice through their
teacher associations for teachers and support personnel working across all levels and sectors of
Western Australian education.
The PTCWA provides information, advice and professional learning opportunities to support
strong and effective governance for member associations.
Our foci include supporting associations in the delivery of professional learning, information
dissemination and the raising of the professional status of educators in Western Australia.
PTCWA provides a collective voice for member associations to policy and decision-making across
all sectors in Western Australian education.
Strategic goals 2019–2021
To fulfil the aspirations stated in the PTCWA mission
statement, the PTCWA Committee will work towards:
• encouraging maximum membership of
professional educational associations in Western
Australia;
• providing stronger connections to Western
Australian educational associations and
their members, through professional learning
opportunities and communication channels, such
as the PTCWA website;
• establishing working partnerships with
stakeholder organisations to benefit teachers and
support personnel in Western Australian schools;
• disseminating information to member
associations and other relevant stakeholders; and
• acting as a lobby group for professional
education associations in Western Australia.
The voice of the profession
PTCWA is the state council representing peak
body of the professional education associations in
Western Australia. It provides a state voice for WA
teachers and educators in all systems.
PTCWA is an umbrella body of over 28 associations
of professional educators in WA. These voluntary
professional education associations represent over
25 000 educators in all systems and sectors.
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PTCWA’s website provides a
centralised listing of all professional
education associations in WA.
www.ptcwa.wa.edu.au
President Dr Barbara Combes
PhD, MA Internet Studies; Grad Dip
Internet Studies; Grad Dip App Sc
(Teacher Librarianship); Grad Dip Ed,
BA; President, Professional Teaching
Council Western Australia (PTCWA);
Life Member, Western Australia
School Library Association (WASLA);
Adjunct Lecturer Charles Sturt
University (CSU)
LiteracyMatters! www.literacymatters.
org.au (IFLA/WASLA)
Contact us at:
info@ptcwa.wa.edu.au
PO Box 196 Mt Hawthorn WA 6915
Special thanks to the PTCWA Executive
Committee working towards the success of
this event:
Dr Barbara Combes, Helen Bunstead
(Secretary), Phyllis Paioff (Treasurer), Jonathan
Dutton (Executive Officer), Chris Callus, Denisse
Scasserra, Michelle Murphy, Lynne Rockliff, Ma
Xuanli, Helen Keuhs. Outgoing: Brady Williams.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC.)

PTCWA
Outstanding Professional
Service Awards 2021
Date: Wednesday 27 October 2021
Time: 6–9 pm
Venue: Karrinyup Country Club, North Beach Road, Karrinyup

ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS
1. Registration and drinks
2. Guests to be seated
3. Welcome, President PTCWA Dr Barbara Combes
4. Acknowledgment of Country, Michelle Murphy
5. Chris Callus, Master of Ceremonies
6. PTCWA Executive Speaker, Mr Chris Callus
7. Guest Speaker, Professor Stephen Winn, Dean of the School of Education,
Edith Cowan University
8. PTCWA sponsors
9. Presentation of Awards by Emeritus Professor Patrick Garnett, Schools
Curriculum and Standards Authority
Please stay for refreshments at the end of the evening.
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Internationally, World Teachers’ Day is celebrated on the first Friday in October. However,
as this is usually during Australian school holidays, Australia celebrates the day on the last
Friday in October of each year.
World Teachers’ Day was inaugurated on 5 October 1994 by the United Nations
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) to commemorate the 1966
joint signing of the UNESCO/ILO (International Labour Organisation) Recommendation
concerning the Status of Teachers.
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PROFESSIONAL TEACHING COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC.)

Outstanding
Professional Service
Awards
These PTCWA Outstanding Professional Service Awards recognise an individual
member’s outstanding professional contribution to education in Western Australia, made
in a voluntary capacity to his or her professional teachers’ association. This provides the
opportunity for each financial member association of PTCWA to consider the work of its
members and nominate a worthy recipient.
The Professional Teaching Council of Western Australia has as its objective, the
promotion of professionalism in teaching through an enhancement of the work
of professional education associations. It provides a wider context for the work of
professional associations through facilitation of networking and communication between
individual associations, while providing a forum for the discussion of broad educational
thought and current issues.
The individual being nominated for an award should be a current or past member of the
nominating association and have made an outstanding contribution to the association’s
support of teachers and education in WA over an extended period; for example,
contributing to the association’s publications either at a personal or professional level
(e.g. served as journal editor, have developed teaching resources, have written articles);
professional development coordinator; award or accreditation coordinator; website/
ICT coordinator; and/or have made an outstanding contribution to the association over
an extended period through the management of the association and/or association
committees.
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2021

Guest speaker

Professor Stephen Winn
Dean of the School of Education, Edith Cowan University
World Teachers Day Theme – Diversity in Education
PTCWA has signed a Memorandum of Understanding with The School of Education, Edith
Cowan University during 2021. The MOU will allow for the development of a close partnership
between the school, academics and students to provide information to graduating teachers
about Teacher Associations in Western Australia, as well as opportunities for information
dissemination and research in education.
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Mr Mark Staer
AARE – Australian Association for Religious Education
The Australian Association for Religious Education is
delighted to be given the opportunity to publicly acknowledge Mark Staer for his tireless work
for the Association.
While passionately holding his own religious views, Mark works diligently to support all the
educators of goodwill catered for by the Association. The Australian Association for Religious
Education is a non-denominational professional association. As part of its objectives the
association supports a variety of religious educators from different faith traditions in
government, Catholic and independent schools.
While Mark generously serves as a voluntary Christian Values Education teacher working in
the public primary school system, he also stands up for the freedom of Christian educators to
continue to promote a Biblical and Christ-centred worldview for those who choose it.
Mark’s knowledge, expertise and efficient endeavours while serving on the AARE Committee
as our treasurer have been invaluable. He has brought a level of due diligence and service far
beyond expectations. While this is a State Award, Mark’s work has now been extended to a
national level as he has accepted the call to step in as the national treasurer and is working
to resolve several issues of which the association was unaware.
The AARE is grateful and proud to have Mark Staer as an integral part of the team and so
we are delighted that he is to receive this Outstanding Professional Service Award from the
Professional Teaching Council of WA.

Dr Debra Sayce
ACE – Australian College of Educators
Dr Debra Sayce has been a member of the Australian College
of Educators WA (ACE WA) for 20 years and was recognised for her contribution at the
Walter Neil Oration early this year. Of those 20 years, she has been an active committee
member for the Western Australian Branch for 15 years.
Dr Debra Sayce is the Executive Director of Catholic Education Western Australia (CEWA),
the second-largest education provider in the state. With 78 000 students enrolled in its
163 schools spanning the length and breadth of Western Australia, CEWA is also a significant
contributor to the state’s economy, employing more than 11 000 staff.
In a career in education that has spanned 35 years, Debra taught in both independent and
Catholic secondary school environments before taking up school leadership positions in
Catholic education and later serving as Director of Religious Education for CEWA.
Debra holds a doctorate in Educational Leadership, is a published author and has lectured
in the School of Education at the University of Notre Dame. She is a member of the Catholic
Education Commission of Western Australia and serves on a number of national boards and
committees including the National Catholic Education Commission.
Debra is committed to the education and flourishing of children and young people, and to
the development of the workforce who educate these students. She advocates for equitable
access to education and believes that every child in every school should be supported to
discover their individual potential and be enabled to make a positive contribution to society.
Debra says she is a lifelong learner and is particularly interested in leadership, theology,
education, health and wellbeing, business and patchwork quilting. Debra seeks to encourage
learning for life and presenting your best self.
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Mr Jason Boron
ASME WA – Australian Society for Music Education Western Australia
Jason is an integral part of the ASME committee, currently serving as vice-chair
for the past three years, and has held positions as chairperson and committee
member for many years.
If there is a word to describe Jason’s involvement and contribution to ASME WA it would be
‘passionate’. Jason is completely passionate about music education in this state and works
tirelessly—not only in his paid tertiary work, but also as a volunteer with ASME—to advance,
enhance and enable quality music education for all children.
Jason participates wholeheartedly in the work of the Association, assisting in organising and
running professional events for teachers, facilitating the logistical considerations of such
events and presenting. Jason is a sought-after presenter across all fields of music education
and pedagogical approaches.
Jason has been the driving force behind the formation and establishment of MEPAC (Music
Education Professional Association Council)—a sub-chapter council of ASME whose
membership includes an executive from each of the music education associations in WA and
whose aim is to maintain strategic relationships. Its primary purpose is to advocate at the
highest level for the advancement of music education. He serves as secretary on this Council.
Jason brings wisdom, energy, thoughtful and thoroughly researched proposals to the
endeavours of ASME. He is indefatigable in his pursuit of advocacy and is knowledgeable
about our Constitution—a real asset over the last few years. Jason is an absolutely worthy
recipient of the 2021 PTCWA Outstanding Professional Service Awards.
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Miss Jia Liao
CLTAWA – Chinese Language Teachers’ Association of Western
Australia
Jia Liao has been invaluable to the Chinese Language Teachers’
Association of Western Australia (CLTAWA) Committee since 2016.
She has showcased her strong ability, positive attitude, excellent communication skills and
multitude of talents. She has made significant contributions to CLTAWA in raising the
profile of the Association by assisting in activities, and publicising events and professional
development.
As Primary School Coordinator (2016–2019), Jia planned and lead the Pandas’ Picnic
excursion, a key event that promotes the learning of Chinese language and culture. As
Media Coordinator, Jia helped establish a social media presence, creating and managing
the official CLTAWA account used to disseminate official articles. As Professional Learning
(PL) Coordinator, she created and distributed a survey and uses it to inform the direction of
PL events for 2021. Jia proactively researches and sources quality PL presenters. She is also
involved in various teacher networks and keeps up to date with the curriculum.
As a reliable team member, Jia attended and supported many CLTAWA events, demonstrating
her outstanding leadership skills. She designed certificates, created digital presentations
and is a judge for both the CLTAWA State Chinese Writing and State Mandarin Speaking
Competitions. She created and hosted an informative and engaging quiz for the 2021 CLTAWA
Principals and Teachers Cocktail event. She was also involved in the organisation and running
of the successful 2019 National Chinese Language Teachers’ Conference.
Jia’s contribution to the committee is awe-inspiring and her dedication to CLTAWA and its
objectives is why she is deserving of the 2021 PTCWA Outstanding Professional Service
Award.
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Mr Christopher Stone
ETAWA – Economics Teachers’ Association of Western
Australia
Chris’ continued engagement with the Economics Teachers’
Association of Western Australia spanned over 40 years, including a number of varied roles
within the Executive team over this time. Chris valued the professional association and the
opportunities it could provide to teachers and for professional growth.
Chris was a pioneer in terms of building economics, and economics and business, into
everyday life. His premise for engaging students was unpretentious: to use relevant and
authentic examples that help to explain economic concepts in simple terms using real world
contexts. Chris assisted the Association to support teachers in finding ways to make the
subject meaningful and engaging for students.
Chris was entrepreneurial, looking for new ways of presenting curriculum and applying
economics to the real world. The Association’s Econobites publication, developed by Chris, is
an example of this. The Econobites publication is evidence that he was a creative thinker who
could transfer his ideas into practical resources for teachers and students. Chris was a role
model for his colleagues and a mentor to those he worked with.

Miss Claire Jones
ETAWA – English Teachers’ Association of Western Australia
Claire Jones works tirelessly to improve English teaching in Western Australia
and nationally. She has served as English Teachers Association of WA
president for the past five years and has made a significant impact to the
teachers of English both through her leadership and her research. Claire is currently the lead
researcher of the Big Picture Project, a combined project between ETAWA and UWA that
investigates the nexus between secondary and tertiary English education, and is creating
resources and online courses to support teachers working in this space.
The current curriculum review for English has been spearheaded by Claire in WA and her
efforts have seen her voluntarily devote countless hours to ensure the voices of regional
teachers are heard by traveling across WA to hold seminars disseminating the information
and listening to feedback. For these reasons we put forward our nomination of Claire Jones
for the Outstanding Professional Service Award.
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Ms Anna Griffin
GAWA – Geographical Association of Western Australia
Anna Griffin was elected to the Management Committee of the
Geographical Association of Western Australia (GAWA) in November
2013. Anna’s many talents were soon recognised, such that she was
elected as a vice-president in 2014 and then served as the Association’s President for the
next three years and this was then followed by three years serving on the Committee as
the immediate past-president. Anna was also appointed as a director of the Australian
Geography Teachers Association (AGTA) in 2014 and for the past three years has served as
that association’s secretary.
As President of GAWA, and more recently as an AISWA representative, Anna has represented
the association on the School Curriculum and Standards Authority’s (SCSA) Geography
Course Advisory Committee and has been a strong advocate of GAWA’s philosophy and
viewpoint concerning geography curriculum and geographical education in Western Australia.
In 2015 and again in 2017, Anna was commissioned by GAWA to be the coordinating editor
of GAWA’s two major Year 11 and Year 12 geography textbooks, which are the main texts
used by students and teachers for upper secondary ATAR and General Geography courses in
WA. In 2020, Anna was appointed as joint editor for developing a second edition of GAWA’s
Year 11 textbook.
In 2018, Anna took on the task of coordinating the redevelopment of the GAWA website. This
was a very important contribution by Anna, as GAWA’s website is a major communication
and interaction platform for the association and its members.
Anna is also one of the GAWA’s major reviewer/editors of their biannual Year 12 ATAR
Examination Packages produced to assist WA teachers with their in-school semester
geography examinations.
Throughout her service to GAWA, Anna Griffin has been an enthusiastic and committed
committee member providing her professional expertise and strong leadership. Anna’s past
and ongoing contributions to GAWA are multi-dimensional, and we believe aptly justify her as
a worthy nominee for a PTCWA 2021 Outstanding Professional Service Award.
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Mrs Rosanne Jacobs
JLTAWA – Japanese Language Teachers’ Association of Western
Australia
Rosanne Jacobs has been President of the Japanese Language Teachers’
Association of WA (JLTAWA) since 2013 and a member for more
than 25 years. She has taught across primary and secondary in both
government and non-government schools and is currently the Head of Languages at Mater
Dei College. Rosanne is a previous recipient of the Japanese Language Teacher of the Year
Award due to her outstanding voluntary contribution to JLTAWA and ongoing support of
educators in all sectors and levels of teaching.
Rosanne represents WA on the national JLTA committee and has established a strong
community network encouraging co-operation and collaboration between teachers and
various Japan-related groups, including the Australia Japan Society of WA, Hyogo Prefectural
Government Cultural Centre, Consulate-General of Japan in Perth, JETAAWA and the Japan
Foundation Sydney. Rosanne encourages the exchange of information through email news
and forums, and enthusiastically leads the committee in coordinating the annual JLTAWA
conference, Speech Contest, Kaiwa Day and Japanese Teacher of the Year Award.
As a respected educator and mentor, Rosanne has been invited on several occasions to
present at the National Symposium for Japanese language education and other state-level
conferences. Rosanne is a regular creator of resources to share with others and actively
promotes the association with those who support the teaching and research of the Japanese
language.
Rosanne is to be commended for her tireless voluntary work as President and outstanding
professional service to JLTAWA.

Ms Jessica Wormuth
L3CTA – Level 3 Classroom Teacher Association
Jessica Wormuth has been an engaged and active member
of the L3 CTA for a number of years.
During this time, her passion and dedication to raise the public profile of our professional
organisation, along with her additional responsibilities for media communication, have been
undertaken with both enthusiasm and professionalism.
The creation and publication of updated L3CTA logos reflective of contemporary
digital aesthetics, and our newsletter archives, is attributable to Jessica’s artistic eye and
organisational leadership.
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Mrs Susan Croker
MLTAWA – Modern Language Teachers’ Association of
Western Australia
Susan is a long-time member of the MLTAWA and has been
a dedicated member of the MLTAWA Committee since
2018, taking on the role of treasurer. Her work in this area
has been exemplary, as she has been responsible for setting up policies and protocols for the
transparent and accurate financial dealings of the association. All invoices are paid quickly
and Susan always provides comprehensive and clear reports about the association’s finances
at monthly meetings, and with her knowledge of our current financial state is able to advise
the committee on budgeting matters for activities and events.
Susan oversees the electronic payment of memberships and efficiently resolves issues that
arise. She works collaboratively with the membership secretary to ensure members’ fees and
payments are correctly recorded and receipted. She also liaises with our Single Language
Associations to ensure they receive the capitation payments for their members as most of
these use our services to collect their annual fees.
Her recognised expertise in managing financial matters has made Susan the obvious person
to liaise with caterers and venues for events, an often time-consuming task which Susan has
readily taken on, skilfully negotiating to secure the best deals for the association.
Susan is also responsible for the payments of MLTAWA Grants and Prizes, as well as
reimbursements, developing a streamlined process for such payments.
Aside from her workload as treasurer, Susan is always ready to step up to other tasks of the
committee and contribute to sub-committees working on a variety of activities and events.
She gives her time to judge student competitions and be on selection panels, as well as always
being a reliable pair of hands for any and all tasks at events, above and beyond her busy role
as treasurer.
The MLTAWA committee and membership thanks Susan very much for her hard work and
dedication, and congratulates her on this well-deserved award.
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Mr Stephen King
PLEAWA – Political and Legal Educators Association of Western
Australia
PLEAWA’s nominated recipient for 2021 is Mr Stephen King. He joined
the association in 2008 and has made an outstanding contribution to the
association since then. He has been an active committee member and
taken on the role of web master for a few years. He has also actively contributed to the
associations support of teachers and students in Western Australia by developing written
material and presenting professional learning events over many years. Stephen was integral
in the development of the PLEAWA textbooks that Politics and Law Students use.
Stephen continues to play a vital role in the success of PLEAWA through his many ideas for
future publications and events. He is always willing to take on advice from everyone and we
believe this is the reason why he continues to produce excellent resources for both teachers
and students. Without individuals like Stephen and their contribution, PLEAWA would not be
the success that we are today.

Ms Larissa Waghorn
STAWA – Science Teachers’ Association of Western Australia
A Primary Science Specialist, Larissa teamed up with a group of like-minded
teachers in 2017 to develop a robust assessment tool. START (Science
Teaching Assessment and Recording Tracker) was created to enable
moderation between the teachers in this group and to track student progress in science
throughout primary school. It rapidly morphed into a comprehensive tool with multiple uses
to assist primary teachers of science.
START caught the attention of the Schools Development Group and STAWA, who supported
its development as a digital program. This is where Larissa’s contribution really accelerated!
Her collegial approach and strong ICT skills saw her liaise with the programmer over many
months to ensure the detail of START was transformed accurately.
Once START was available to schools, Larissa continued her outstanding support by
developing the protocols for use within schools and supporting those who purchased START
with practical assistance. This has included visiting schools as well as online or phone support
as required. Larissa has also presented, with the group, at the CONASTA conference in
Sydney and the Principals’ Conference in Perth to explain how START could link into and
benefit their school science program. She has developed presentations to promote START for
STAWA and attended professional learning sessions for STAWA to explain how START can
assist teachers in assessment as well as the many other inbuilt features. Larissa, with other
team members, has also set up a CONNECT group for START users.
STAWA congratulates and thanks Larissa for her amazing support!
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Mrs Laura Bava
WAATI – Western Australian Association of Teachers of Italian
Laura Bava joined WAATI in 2016 and soon became a dedicated
committee member in 2017. During her time she has embraced all
our programs, offering support when possible as well as assuming
the role of assitenti coordinator. Initially Laura had to liaise with three
universities in Italy and then provide schools and homes for the newly
arrived assitenti, ensuring that the experience was positive for both the young Italians and the
schools in WA. Laura has grown this program to include five universities and during Covid-19,
when other programs had to shut down, she had the initiative to continue by offering this
program in virtual mode.
For the past two years she has energetically and enthusiastically been President and ensures
that WAATI has a presence at every MLTAWA event as well as others related to the teaching
of languages. Her skills go beyond administration and into the classroom where she conducts
lessons across many curriculum areas.
Laura has received many language-related awards including the 2014 CEWA Language
Excellence Award and the 2019 WAATI Exemplary Teacher Award. Her skills have been
sought beyond the primary classroom and she is concurrently a lecturer at ECU. Laura has
been sought out to present at many conferences including the AFMLTA National Conference.
Laura generously shares her skills and supports teachers at all levels. She is also an author of
Primary school course book and often shares her resources with fellow teachers.
Laura is an esteemed and valued member of the WAATI Executive.

Ms Roslyn Hamling
WAESPAA – Western Australian Education Support
Principals and Administrators Association
Ros has been a long-standing member of WAESPAA,
both on the Executive and as the Association’s
annual conference convenor. It is through her hard
work and dedication that the conference has been
the success it has been in the last ten years. The conference has grown and developed to a
level of exemptional professional development and this is all due to Ros’ vision.
Ros is also the principal of Carson Street School, which is recognised as outstanding within
the education support community. She drives the school to be innovative and challenges her
staff so that they are able to excel in meeting the needs of her students, who often have very
challenging, complex needs. Ros is a very worthy recipient of an Outstanding Professional
Services Award.
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Dr Clare McBeath
WAIER – Western Australian Institute of
Educational Research
Dr Clare McBeath PhD, MA (Ed), B.A., Dip. Ed. has been a highly valued member of WAIER’s
executive committee for over 20 years. Outside of her decorated career as an academic and
lecturer at Curtin University, she has spent much of her time volunteering for WAIER. In 2001,
she assumed editorship of the Issues in educational research (IIER) journal, which has enjoyed
critical acclaim around the world. During her tenure as editor of IIER, she was responsible for
its overhaul in 2003 to a more efficient format, and again in 2008 as it transitioned online. For
her role in IIER’s success she was awarded a WAIER Fellowship in recognition of her tireless
efforts in maintaining and expanding the journal. She continues as an associate editor and
publisher as it has developed into an international journal with Scimago Q2 ranking.
In 2012, Clare took on further responsibilities as a WAIER executive committee member. These
included reviewing abstracts for the organisation’s Annual Forum, supporting its presenters
and creating the event program. The following year she was awarded life membership of
WAIER thanks to her invaluable contribution over so many years.
In recognition for her ongoing commitment to education and educational research, we are
delighted to nominate Clare for a PTCWA Outstanding Professional Service Award.

Mrs Nina Stamatiou
WAMGLTA – West Australian Modern Greek Language Teachers’
Association
Mrs Nina Stamatiou (nee Battalis) is this year’s WAMGLTA nominee
for the PTCWA Outstanding Professional Service Award for her
extraordinary efforts in setting up the Association’s new website in 2020.
As a member of the Executive Committee, Nina volunteered her services to set up a website
for WAMGLTA, with no charge for her expertise as its designer. Nina worked tirelessly and
in close contact with the chairperson, Dr Angela Evangelinou-Yiannakis, to ensure that all
documents uploaded to the website were of the appropriate standard to reflect the work being
done by the Association.
The website (https://wamglta.weebly.com) includes a home page, along with tabs for our blog,
competitions, committee, contact and annual reports. Nina sourced many of the promotional
language quotes used on each of the pages, and used her own photographs of Greece to
embellish each page. Since completing the process, Nina has remained the webmaster,
updating its content regularly and as needed. Now that Nina is heading for maternity leave,
she will be training the next webmaster for the task that lies ahead.
WAMGLTA is indebted to Nina for her work on the website, which would not have been
possible without her.
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Ms Rebecca Murray
WASLA – Western Australian School Library Association
Rebecca Murray has been a teacher librarian for 25 years across
primary and secondary education systems in NSW and WA. She is the current Acting President
of the Western Australian School Library Association (WASLA) and during her 11 years on the
committee has held a number of roles including vice president, WASLANet listserv moderator,
website manager and awards sub-committee member. Rebecca is also representing WA
school libraries as a WASLA representative on the School Libraries Coalition, a cooperative
working group of the school library associations in Australia. The coalition proudly founded
and funds the Students Need School Libraries campaign as one of its primary focus areas.
Rebecca was awarded the prestigious WASLA Teacher Librarian of the Year Award in 2013.
This award recognises and honours an exceptional teacher librarian in a school setting whose
professional practice has a positive impact on student achievement and demonstrates a
high level of achievement in professional knowledge, professional practice and professional
commitment.
Another association which benefitted from Rebecca’s professional experience was the
Association of Independent Schools of Western Australia Libraries branch (AISWA Libraries)
from 2010 to 2016. She was also an active member of the School Library Association of NSW
(SLANSW) from 1995 until 2007 where she was the editor of their quarterly journal for three
years and a committee member on two state conferences.
Volunteering and being committed to the development of school libraries has been a career
long involvement for Rebecca and this PTCWA Award celebrates her enduring commitment
to the profession.
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PTCWA
ASSOCIATIONS

AAEE
Australian Association for Environmental Education (WA)

JLTAWA
Japanese Language Teachers’ Association of Western Australia

AARE
Australian Association of Religious Education Inc. (WA)

L3CTA
Level 3 Classroom Teachers Association of WA

ACE
Australian College of Educators (WA)

MLTAWA
Modern Language Teachers Association of Western Australia Inc.

AISWA
Association of Independent Schools WA Libraries

MYCF
Meerilinga Young Children’s Foundation

ArtEd WA
Art Education Association of Western Australia

PLEAWA
Political and Legal Educators Association of Western Australia

ASME
Australian Society for Music Education (WA)

PTCWA
Professional Teaching Council of Western Australia

BEWA
Business Educators of Western Australia Inc.

STAWA
Science Teachers’ Association of Western Australia Inc.

CEAWA
Career Education Association of Western Australia Inc.

TOFAWA
Teachers of French Association Western Australia

CLTAWA
Chinese Language Teachers Association of WA Inc.

WAATA
The West Australian Association of Teachers Assistants Inc.

DATTA
Design and Technology Teachers Association

WAATI
Western Australian Association of Teachers of Italian Inc.

ECA WA
Early Childhood Australia WA

WAIER
The Western Australian Institute of Educational Research

ETAWA (Economics)
Economic Teachers Association of WA

WAMGLTA
The Western Australian Modern Greek Language Teachers Association

ETAWA (English)
English Teachers Association of Western Australia Inc.

WASLA
Western Australian School Library Association Inc.

GAWA
Geographical Association of Western Australia

WILTA
Westralian Indonesian Language Teachers’ Association

HEIAWA
Home Economics Institute Australia (WA)

PROFESSIONAL TEACHING COUNCIL OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA (INC.)
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THANK YOU
Master of Ceremonies
The PTCWA Committee appreciates the support of Mr Chris Callus and extends
its thanks to him for acting as Master of Ceremonies for this evening’s event.

Sponsors

Partner organisations
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